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How does it fit?

in stock

shop all  Be & D customer reviews (1)
BE & D Women's Jay Pump

Please select size

free two-day shipping / free return shipping

Order in the next  hours  minutes - get it Friday, August 27 share:

list price: $398.00

price: $362.18
you save: $35.82 (9%)

free two-day shipping

get alerts:

When new styles are available

 

the details

Feeling bold and beautiful? Walk the talk in BE & D's ferocious Jay pump. Luxe full-grain leather sweeps over the platform and molds
to your feet while two thin braids and link detailing on the ankle strap give an artisan flair to these urban glamazons. That stacked high-
rise heel keeps you movin' on up, and a hardware-chic ankle buckle adjusts just how you like.

materials: Leather upper
Leather sole

measurements: Heel measures approximately 4 1/2"
Platform measures approximately 1 1/4"

country of origin: Brazil

item number: B0031MA3GK

Be Inthavong and Steve Dumain are Be & D: the brand redefining the concept of American luxury. Their collective focus is on the
seamless blend of old-world craftsmanship and modern creative vision that consistently challenges the idea of limitations. The Be & D
collection is skillfully made with premium leathers, exotic skins and custom hardware. Targeted toward a sensibility rather than an age
group, each piece is timeless yet relevant.

Need help from a customer service specialist?
Use our click to call feature

 

Color:

select size:
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To add to shopping cart,
choose from options to the left

Customers interested in this
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BE & D Women's
Rizzo Peep-Toe
Pump
$458.00

Proenza Schouler
Women's OI9601
Pump
$357.50

Isaac Mizrahi
Women's
Everything Dorsay
Pump
$550.00

Beverly Feldman
Women's Vertex
Sling With Vintage
Buckle
$118.22

BCBGMAXAZRIA
Women's Diva
Platform Pump
$206.21

BALLY Women's
Barnabus-00 Pump
$625.00 $343.75

BALLY Women's
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